
      

LABINO AB is one of the leading manufacturer of uv and white 
Light products as well as alternative Light Sources, and distributes 
globally. our forensic science products are widely used within all 
security applications by the police, crime scene investigators, forensic 
experts and laboratory technicians.

Deciding what Light Source to use to achieve the best result in fi nding 
traces at the crime scene is an art. it takes years of experience to 
learn what light to use depending on the occasion – it’s not an exact 
science. Therefore Labino makes it possible for each user to put 
together his own unique aLS Kit. No crime scene looks the same. 
No crime scene investigator uses the same method, but we can 
all share experiences and learn from each other. Therefore Labino 
offers professional training in using light at the crime scene. all our 
training is held by crime Scene investigators. please contact your 
distributor for more information about the Labino product range 
and our training sessions.

www.labino.com
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Labino uv Light

uvg4-head 
Spotlight
A small-sized, 
lightweight, 
UV-A 
LED Head 
Lamp designed to 
release the user’s hands during 
inspection. The lamp is available 
as Spotlight and Midlight.

bigbeam 
duo midlight
Known to be the 
best UV LED Lamp 
on the market, due to 
the fact that the light emitting 
diodes emit a beam of light that 
is extremely evenly distributed and 
very smooth. The lamp is available 
as Midlight and Floodlight.

uvg white 
A small, lightweight and powerful 
white light torch light for general 
search – used by police all over the world.

Labino Search Light

“Superior SearchLighT for 
TraceS, TracKS aNd priNTS”
“The lamp outlines shoeprints at oblique 
angles better and at a signifi cantly longer 
distance than normal white-light lamps. It 
was easy to take along, and its superior light 
quality makes it an excellent choice as a 
search light and when searching the ground 
for prints and evidence. It is also unbeatable 
in providing general lighting at fi re scenes. The lamp was used during 
an extended search outdoors in harsh weather conditions, which 
included cold temperatures, wind and rain. The lamp provided 
phenomenal lighting in the dense forest and was also easy to carry 
during the search.” Crime Scene Investigator, Peter Andberg, Technical division 
of Stockholm’s western police district, Sweden

Trac Light white Spot

“i have Never SeeN aNyThiNg LiKe iT”
“The crime scene was illuminated with high 
intensity UV light and three fl uorescent spots 
were found. The spots were in the form of ice 
blocks (frozen liquid) in the snow. We secured 
the lumps of ice by breaking them loose from 
the snow and store them in the freezer in 
the police car. After melting the frozen liquid 
and securing it on tops, it was sent off to the 
laboratory. Actually I was amazed that it worked. I never thought 
that you could distinguish sperm from the snow with the help of high 
intensity UV light. And there was no doubt – the fl uorescence was 
incredibly strong and clear. I have never seen anything like it. The 
rapist was convicted and sentenced.” 
Birgitta Jansson, Crime Scene Investigator, Karlstad, Sweden

Trac Light Spotlight

“our foreNSic ScieNTiSTS  coNducTed a 
SerieS of TeSTS aNd preferred  LabiNo”
“The Swedish police have introduced a new 
working tool called MärkDNA. The most 
important part here is that police offi cers in 
external services have access to a durable 
UV lamp that works both in daylight and in 
darkness. One requirement is also that it can scan large areas at a 
distance. Our forensic scientists conducted a series of tests of different 
models and preferred a fi eld lamp from Labino.” 
Anders Burén, Detective Superintendent, Stockholm, Sweden

uvg2 Spotlight
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Light source: 

Labino Torch Light UVG2
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Labino Nova Torch Kit  
SmaLL aNd LighT
The Labino Nova Torch is a cordless battery operated torch light based on 
the LED technology. The kit consists of eight high intensity alternate forensic 
light sources for crime scene investigation and laboratory use. The LEDs emit 
a beam of light that is “evenly” distributed and the torch can be operated 
for 3 hours. Its compact size and low weight makes it easy to work with. The 
kit is supplied with tripod for hands-free operation and camera filters for 
photographing. Nova Torch Lights are available individually or as cased sets.

high performaNce aNd exceLLeNT feaTureS
There are Nova Kits in use by police forces ranging from small City Police 
Departments to counties, state and special crime scene forces all over the 
world. From South Africa to France, from China to Germany, from Russia 
to northern Sweden. The high performance and its excellent features, in 
combination with a compatible price, makes it very attractive. We get 
feedback from the users confirming its positive performance i.e. that they are 
impressed by the range of the different light sources and spectrum as well 
as the intensity and the homogeneous light, and also that it’s equal or better 
than other crime lights on the market and that the cost benefit ratio is perfect.
 
iNcLuded iN The LabiNo Nova Torch KiT

Labino astra Torch Kit
moST powerfuL Led aLS & d ceLL compaTibLe 
The LED based Astra Torch offers 6 different coloured heads and 1 UV head. 
You are free to combine your own unique ALS kit and add as many different 
heads as you like. The torch can be operated with 3 normal alkaline batteries, 
in case you run out of battery using the included lithium battery. Its compact 
size makes it easy to work with and with an instant start function you get 
full power immediately. The Astra Torch is one of the most powerful LED 
lights available on the market.

“i waS impreSSed by The aSTra Torch iN every aSpecT”
“The Labino Crown Jewel is the Astra Torch. Wow, is all I can say. I was 
impressed in every aspect. Size, illumination, power, beam, weight. I thought 
given the power its putting out, the battery would go quickly but that wasn’t 
the case. This powerful piece of equipment belongs in every Crime Scene 
Investigators vehicle.” 
Ross M. Gardner worked for the United States Army Criminal Investigation 
Command for nearly twenty years. He retired as a Command Sergeant Major 
and Special Agent in 1999. He subsequently served four years as the Chief of Police 
for the City of Lake City Georgia. Today he is active in independent consulting.

“iT waS aweSome”
“I had two homicide scenes last week and used the Astra Torch on both calls. 
There was a gang shooting in the middle of the street. Patrol, approximately 
5 officers, located 3 fired cartridge casings. Two detectives located 5 
additional fired cartridges. With the white head attached I was able to locate 
2 additional fired cartridges that 7 police officers with standard flashlights 
missed! It was awesome.” 
Celestina Rossi, Senior Crime Scene Investigator, Montgomery Sheriff’s 
Department, Conroe Texas, USA

iNcLuded iN The LabiNo aSTra Torch KiT

Labino Trac finder
moST powerfuL aLS aNd Large LighT beam
The TrAc Finder is the most powerful ALS lamp with the widest light beam 
available on the market. The TrAc Finder meets the needs of criminal 
investigators who need an intense ALS that has a wide light beam and easy-
to-change filters. The TrAc Finder is composed of both a crime kit and a 
lamp. Both are purchased separately which allows maximum flexibility and 
choice for the user. 

“NoThiNg iS overLooKed wiTh Trac fiNder”
“Finding evidence in the identification process is fast, thanks to the work of 
TrAc Finder, a crime kit from Labino. Nothing is overlooked. Not a single 
detail – a spot of blood traces on clothing, hair or a drop of saliva or semen 
from a rapist, even a grain of sand or a micro trace. TrAc Finder has allowed 
several law enforcement agencies and crime labs across the country to act 
with greater efficiency and speed.” 
National Laboratory of Forensic Science in Casablanca, Marocco

iNcLuded iN The LabiNo Trac fiNder KiT

8 LED Torches, 4 goggles, 1 tripod, 1 car charger, 2 battery chargers,  
10 lithium batteries, carrying case, 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm) 
to fit all camera lenses.

1 MPXL Lamp, 4 forensic filters, 4 goggles, 1 battery charger, 1 carrying 
case, 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm) to fit all camera lenses.

1 lamp body and 7 LED heads, 4 goggles, 1 tripod, 1 battery charger, 1 lithium 
battery, 1 carrying case, 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm) to fit all 
camera lenses.




